
 

Researchers show how organic carbon
compounds emitted by trees affect air quality
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Caltech scientists used mass spectrometers on NASA's DC8 aircraft to measure
epoxides above Canada's Boreal Forest last summer. These epoxides are formed
from isoprene, a chemical emitted into the atmosphere by many deciduous
plants. Credit: Yohei Shinozuka

A previously unrecognized player in the process by which gases
produced by trees and other plants become aerosols—microscopically
small particles in the atmosphere—has been discovered by a research
team led by scientists at the California Institute of Technology.

Their research on the creation and effects of these chemicals, called
epoxides, is being featured in this week's issue of the journal Science.

Paul Wennberg, the R. Stanton Avery Professor of Atmospheric
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Chemistry and Environmental Science and Engineering and director of
the Ronald and Maxine Linde Center for Global Environmental Science
at Caltech, and John Seinfeld, the Louis E. Nohl Professor and professor
of chemical engineering, have been studying the role of biogenic
emissions—organic carbon compounds given off by plants and trees—in
the atmospheric chemical reactions that result in the creation of aerosols.

"If you mix emissions from the city with emissions from plants, they
interact to alter the chemistry of the atmosphere," Wennberg notes.

While there's been plenty of attention paid to the effect of emissions
from cars and manufacturing, less is understood about what happens to
biogenic emissions, especially in places where there are relatively few
man-made emissions. That situation is the focus of the research that led
to this Science paper. "What we're interested in," Wennberg explains, "is
what happens to the chemicals produced by trees once they are emitted
into the atmosphere."

In these studies, the research team focused on a chemical called
isoprene, which is given off by many deciduous trees. "The king emitters
are oaks," Wennberg says. "And the isoprene they emit is one of the
reasons that the Smoky Mountains appear smoky."

Isoprene is no minor player in atmospheric chemistry, Wennberg notes.
"There is much more isoprene emitted to the atmosphere than all of the
gases—gasoline, industrial chemicals—emitted by human activities, with
the important exceptions of methane and carbon dioxide," he says. "And
isoprene only comes from plants. They make hundreds of millions of
tons of this chemical . . . for reasons that we still do not fully
understand."

"Much of the emission of isoprene occurs where anthropogenic
emissions are limited," adds Caltech graduate student Fabien Paulot, the
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paper's first author. "The chemistry is very poorly understood."

Once released into the atmosphere, isoprene gets "oxidized or chewed
on" by free-radical oxidants such as OH, explains Wennberg. It is this
chemistry that is the focus of this new study. In particular, the research
was initiated to understand how the oxidation of isoprene can lead to
formation of atmospheric particulate matter, so-called secondary organic
aerosol. "A small fraction of the isoprene becomes secondary organic
aerosol," Seinfeld notes, "but because isoprene emissions are so large,
even this small fraction is important."

Up until now, the chemical pathways from isoprene to aerosol were not
known. Wennberg, Seinfeld, and their colleagues discovered that this
aerosol likely forms from chemicals known as an epoxides.

The name is apt. "These epoxides are nature's glue," says Wennberg.
And, much like the epoxy you buy in a hardware store—which requires
the addition of an acid for the compound to turn into glue—the epoxides
found in the atmosphere also need an acidic kick in order to become
sticky.

"When these epoxides bump into particles that are acidic, they make
glue," Wennberg explains. "The epoxides precipitate out of the
atmosphere and stick to the particles, growing them and resulting in
lowered visibility in the atmosphere." Because the acidity of the aerosols
is generally higher in the presence of anthropogenic activities, the
efficiency of converting the epoxides to aerosol is likely higher in
polluted environments, illustrating yet another complex interaction
between emissions from the biosphere and from humans.

"Particles in the atmosphere have been shown to impact human health,
as they are small enough to penetrate deep into the lungs of people. Also,
aerosols impact Earth's climate through the scattering and absorption of
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solar radiation and through serving as the nuclei on which clouds form.
So it is important to know where particles come from," notes Seinfeld.

The research team was able to make this scientific leap forward thanks
to their development of a new type of chemical ionization mass
spectrometry (CIMS), led by coauthor and Caltech graduate student John
Crounse. "These new CIMS methods open up a very wide range of
possibilities for the study of new sets of compounds that scientists have
been largely unable to measure previously, mainly because they
decompose when analyzed with traditional techniques."

In general, molecules identified and quantified using mass spectroscopy
must first be converted to charged ions. They are then directed into an
electric field, where the ions are sorted by mass. The problem with
traditional ionization techniques is that delicate molecules, such as those
produced in the oxidation of isoprene, generally fragment during the
ionization process, making their identification difficult or impossible.
"This new method was originally developed in order to allow scientists to
make atmospheric measurements from airplanes. It is able to ionize
gasses, even fragile peroxide compounds, while still preserving
information about the size or mass of the original molecule," says
Wennberg.

That makes determining the individual gases in a complex mixture much
easier—especially when, as it turned out, you're looking at a chemical
you weren't expecting to find.

Wennberg and colleagues also used oxygen isotopes—oxygen atoms with
different numbers of neutrons in their nucleus, and thus different
masses—to gain insight into the chemical mechanism yielding epoxides.
Epoxides have remained unindentified so far because they have the same
mass as another chemical that had been anticipated to form in isoprene
oxidation, peroxide. "The oxygen isotopes separated the peroxides from
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epoxides and further showed that as the epoxides form, OH is recycled
to the atmosphere," comments Paulot. "Since OH is the atmosphere
detergent, cleaning the atmosphere of many chemicals, the recycling has
important implications for the overall oxidizing capacity of the
atmosphere."

The identification of a major photochemical pathway to formation of
epoxides helps to explain just how tree emissions of organic carbon
compounds influence the air in both city and rural settings. While trees
aren't exactly the "killers" that Ronald Reagan was once so famously
derided for calling them, their isoprene emission levels can—and often
probably should—"be a part of the criteria we use when buying and
planting trees in a polluted urban setting," notes Wennberg. In fact, he
points out, the South Coast Air Quality Management District in Southern
California already does this with its list of "approved" trees that don't
emit large amounts of organic carbon compounds into the atmosphere.

Source: California Institute of Technology (news : web)
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